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Question
Will the Minister inform members of the following –
a) the number of glasshouse or polytunnel sites no longer in active use;
b) the length of time that they have been derelict for;
c) what, if any, actions are being taken by government to see these sites restored to agricultural use or
adapted for another purpose; and
d) the reason why none of these sites was nominated for affordable housing in the Bridging Island
Plan?

Answer
a) and b) Information about the amount and use of land under glass or polytunnels is set out in the
agricultural statistics report the latest of which, for 2018, was published in September 2020.
Relevant extracts from this report are set out below which indicate that 43.5% of land under glass;
and 15% of land under polytunnels has not been actively cropped in the last 12 months (as of the end
of 2017).
The fact that land under glass or polytunnels has not been actively cropped does not necessarily
render the structures derelict; however, the viability of using them for productive agricultural use will
likely decrease over time where they are no longer used and maintained.

Source: Agricultural statistics report (2018)

Source: Agricultural statistics report (2018)

c) The States Assembly sets the planning policy framework for the management of derelict and
redundant glasshouses in the Island Plan.
In the current Island Plan this is contained in Policy ERE 7: Derelict and redundant glasshouses. The
key elements of this policy are as follows:
•

•

•

glasshouses which have become surplus to the requirements of the existing user, but which
are considered to be of value to the horticultural industry, should be retained in the industry
and advertised for sale or rent.
where glasshouses are no longer viable to the horticultural industry and a 'disuse and
disrepair' condition is attached to the planning permission, then the landowner will be
required to comply with that condition.
in exceptional circumstances, the development of redundant and derelict glasshouse sites may
be considered for non-agricultural purposes, provided that the amount of development
permitted will be the minimum required to ensure a demonstrable environmental
improvement of the site by the removal of the glasshouses and any contaminated material, the
reduction in the area of buildings, and the repair to the landscape.

The draft Island Plan contains similar policy provisions at Policy ERE6 – Derelict and redundant
glasshouses.
d) To ensure that the development needs of the island can be met, as far as possible, over the plan
period of the bridging Island Plan, the Minister for the Environment invited landowners to put
forward sites that were available and which might be considered and assessed for their development
potential, as part of the Island Plan Review ‘call for sites’ process. This enabled the owners of land including the owners of derelict and redundant glasshouses and polytunnels – to submit their sites for
consideration.
Any site considered as part of this process was assessed against a range of planning criteria, including
the existing use of the land, as set out below.

Source: Housing land availability and assessment of sites report (2018)

In this respect, therefore, any derelict and redundant glasshouse or polytunnel sites submitted and
assessed through this process would have been considered against these relevant criteria; however, it
is only those sites that performed best against these key planning criteria that have been taken forward
for further assessment and review. The detail of the site assessment process, and the outcome of the
initial assessment of sites, is set out in the housing land availability and assessment of sites report.
Those sites proposed for rezoning in the draft plan, to help meet the need for affordable homes, are
those that are considered to be most acceptable in planning terms.
It is relevant to note that island’s agricultural industry has been undergoing change for some
considerable time, including the cessation of tomato growing for export in 2008. Since that time, a
number of those former glasshouse sites most suited for development for other uses, specifically the
development of homes, where they were well-located relative to the island’s built-up areas, have
already been redeveloped through their rezoning in previous Island Plans. This includes the following
sites:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

De la Mare Nurseries, Rue a Don, Grouville (now Jardin de la Mare)
Samarès Nursery, Grande Route de St Clement, St Clement (now Clos de la Colonie +)
Field 274, La Louderie, St Clement (now Hameau de la Mer)
Fields 561 and 562, Rue du Maistre, St Mary (now Jardin de Haut)
Fields 203, part 204 and 252, Rue de Jambart, St Clement (now Clos du Corvez)
Hodge Nurseries, Grande Route de St Clement, St Clement (now Clos de L’Abri)
Fields 786 and 787, La Rue des Cosnets, St Ouen (now La Ville Vautier)

The remaining stock of older derelict and redundant glass is generally considered to be less wellsuited to redevelopment for affordable homes because of, amongst other issues, its relatively remote
location and potential to generate significant trip generation, and potentially damaging impact on the
character of the countryside.

